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The political vision

‘Digitisation and online accessibility of European 
cultural material is essential in order to highlight that 
heritage, to inspire the creation of content and to 
encourage new online services to emerge.’ 

Council of the European Union, May 2010

‘Europeana should become one of the main 
reference points for education and research 
purposes, and integrated into education systems’

Resolution of the European Parliament, May 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the political ambition that has fuelled and funded Europeana – the recognition that opening up access to the digitised cultural and intellectual heritage of Europe stimulates creative enterprise and innovation, and underpins research and learning. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/ff/European_flag,_upside_down.svg/800px-European_flag,_upside_down.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commons:File:European_flag,_upside_down.svg&h=533&w=800&sz=20&tbnid=DimTkbkVxMfhaM:&tbnh=95&tbnw=143&prev=/images%3Fq%3Deuropean%2Bflag&zoom=1&q=european+flag&hl=en&usg=__gUaa4YE71JEBPGp3J7gi2-IADZ0=&sa=X&ei=XIK5TNCoDomcOuyq8M0M&ved=0CB4Q9QEwAA�
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Objectives for content providers and users

• Renew the relevance of museums, libraries and 
archives to new generations who live and learn 
online

• Meet users’ expectations that they can read texts, 
see pictures, watch videos and listen to sounds on 
the same platform

• Guarantee authentic and trustworthy content
• Provide a collective memory that helps develop a  
shared European cultural identity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Europeana helps to renew the relevance of museums, libraries and archives to new generations who live and learn online. This is content that teachers can use as primary source material for teaching, that researchers can use as the basis for their work. Because all our contributors are public institutions, our content is guaranteed authentic and trustworthy. These are important values onlineOur content gives people opportunities for discovery, inspiration and personal enrichment, and by bringing together material from across Europe we begin to build a sense of a shared European cultural history and identity  
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Supporting innovation and the knowledge economy

• Facilitate new applications based on our Open Source 
code base – EuropeanaLabs

• Distribute our metadata for use in developing linked data 
applications

• Pilot APIs so that our information is available in the 
workflow of the user

• Partner with teaching organisations to support new types    
of pan-European research and cross-disciplinary study

• Encourage participation: user generated content; tagging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All our code base is open source and freely reusable, and we are encouraging the development of new applications and innovative services based on our dataBy juxtaposing material from across borders, from across different sectors and disciplines, we enable new types of pan-European research and cross-disciplinary studyEU SchoolnetEuroclio for history teachers
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Promoting the public domain

• Europeana’s Public Domain Charter
• The public domain is 

a vital resource for
new ideas, creativity
and innovation 

• Once copyright expires
a work is in the 
public domain

• What is out-of-copyright 
in analogue form 
remains so once 
digitised

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public domain charter – published on our site in 8 languages, incl Greeksets out the value of public domainAnd the meaning -  Out of copyrightSo users are free to copy, share, re-use, change in any way they wishOnce copyright expires, 70 yrs after death of creator, it can’t be renewedLaunched the new Public Domain mark with CC last week – if a work is in the public domain in Europeana it will be clearly marked.if it is in the public domain it can be freely copied, reused, altered and sharedUsage guide outlines appropriate use and responsibilities
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The Public Domain Mark

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launched the new Public Domain mark with CC at our Open Culture Conference last weekEuropeana will be the first adopter of the Mark.If a work is in the public domain in Europeana it will be clearly marked.if it is in the public domain it can be freely copied, reused, and shared to generate new knowledge, new creative work
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Europeana Usage Guidelines for Public Domain Work

• Give credit where credit is due
• Protect the reputation of creators and providers
• Show respect for the original work and its creator
• Be culturally aware
• Share knowledge
• Preserve public domain marks

“This usage guide is based on goodwill. It is not a legal 
contract. We ask that you respect it.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The public domain gives people rights to use the material – the usage guide outlines responsibilities that go with those rights.We believe that if you give people the tools to act responsibly, they will do so
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Access to orphan works

• Orphan works are those that are in copyright but for which rights’ 
owners are not readily identifiable

• Likely also to be out-of-print and not readily available
• Resulting in a 20th century black hole

Solutions:
• Partner in ARROW: Accessible Registries of Rights Information 

and Orphan Works
• Investigating collective licensing opportunities
• Working with the Federation of European Publishers
• Political concern growing
• Comité des Sages consultation process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black hole – 13% of books in European libraries are orphaned – a minimum of 3 million – and even greater numbers of photographs [and film materials] in museums, libraries, archives and audiovisual collections.Costs of rights research, negotiation and clearance outweighs the cost of item digitisation, and at an individual level, may well outweigh the value of the digitisationArrow is a project that includes many national libraries, together with licensing agencies and publishers associationsThe Commissioner for the Digital Agenda, Neelie Kroes, has raised concerns about this issue, as have the European Parliament.The Comite includes Elisabeth Niggemann, will report in January 2011, after which the European Commission will propose a legal framework
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Aggregation: a sustainable model of content delivery 

Archives Portal Europe

Archives

Libraries

Museums

National Aggregators

Regional Aggregators

Horizontal Aggregators Vertical Aggregators

The European Library

ATHENA

European Film Gateway

Film archives
ELocal  

MLAs

Flanders museums

Culture Grid

MLAs

Dark Aggregators

MLAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our strategy is to promote aggregationAggregators collect content from their partners, standardise it, map it to our metadata, and deliver it to Europeana.READ SLIDE Horizontal or single sector aggregators – many of which are European projectsIt means we don‘t have to work with thousands of individual institutions, but instead, a handful of aggregators.Dark aggregators – don‘t have a public portal, just a closed automated delivery systemE local – Europeana Local
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Thank you
Jonathan.purday@bl.uk

www.europeana.eu

http://www.europeana.eu/�
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